Science is better on Drupal

NASA Science on Drupal Central

Designing new NASA-centric modules to share with all NASA
Earth Science efforts

ACCESS Project

Building Community and Collaboration for NASA Earth Science
Drupal developers and website maintainers
Sharing knowledge and reusing open-source code is the culture of Drupal and the
goal of NASA

FGDC Metadata Catalog Module

NSODC builds communication for collaboration
•Support common interests
•Show new skills
•Gain credit for work

Creating and editing
Drupal metadata content

•FGDC provides a
common set of

•Career boost (Drupal is the future)

terminology for the

•Higher purpose: save the planet

documentation of

Creating metadata from
FGDC File

digital geospatial

•Support code reuse is a NASA proirity
•Gain access to modules and features that add value

data
Added Drupal node after
creating metadata from
XML

•This standard is
intended to support
the collection and
processing of
geospatial
metadata
•It is often desired
to have it created
from commonly
available XML files

to all Drupal efforts
Future Work
•Upload ISO XML files as well
•Download the Metadata content in ISO and
CSW format
•Search Metadata content using Apache
Solr

•Give back to open-source community
•NASA on the front-end of a lot of new Drupal work
•New Drupalistas need more resources
•Learning Center will aggregate resources and meta-

Source: Curriculum and Training Group,

resources

so many
skills
required to
make your
Drupal effort
pay off...

•NASA Drupal Experts to answer questions

Current Features
•Import FGDC XML files to create a Drupal Metadata (Nodes)
•Form interface to create and edit a Drupal Metadata content
•Search Metadata content using Drupal search
•Download the Metadata content in FGDC format (XML)

Building Services and Spaces for Sharing

Image Gallery and Image Mining
Image Gallery

•Module allows users to create an image gallery
using NASA browse images.
•Image gallery allows users to peruse browse
images akin to a photo album.
•Module leverages an external UAH Image
Mining service to support Search by Example

Drupal to IDL bridge (in development)

PI Bruce Caron, New Media Research Institute [bruce@nmri.org]
Co-PI Rahul Ramachandran, UAH [rahul.ramachandran@uah.edu]

Work in Progress
•Uses IDL remote procedure call (RPC)
•Drupal PHP extension as client
process
•Test project: create Drupal front end to
server-side IDL developed at UCSB for
FEWS NET

NSODC Developers: Sony Sharma, Amy Lin, Manil Maskey (UAH);
Martin Landsfeld (NMRI)
NASA ACCESS AWARD: NNX12AF17G

YouTube
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